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The following is a lightly edited transcript of a 
live presentation at the Charleston Conference on 
Wednesday, November 9, 2019. A video of this 
session can be viewed at https://youtu.be
/9zv1usnXmKQ. 
Beth Bernhardt: Hello, everybody. My name is 
Beth Bernhardt and I will be moderating this panel 
session this morning. I’m very excited to have these 
three here to talk to us today. We’ll first hear from 
Lorcan Dempsey. He is vice president of member-
ship and research chief strategist at OCLC. Then 
we’ll hear from Alicia Wise, director and consultant, 
Information Power, and then Jason Price, director 
of licensing operations at SCELC. Each speaker will 
have about 10 minutes to speak and then we’ll take 
questions from the audience. I hope you enjoy this 
as much as I am. Thanks. 
Lorcan Dempsey: Thank you. Thank you very much 
for that. When I was asked to do this panel, I readily 
agreed. I wasn’t told, however, that I was going to 
immediately follow Brewster Kahle making a major 
announcement. But, certainly it is a major announce-
ment and congratulations to both Brewster and 
Internet Archive. I think when we look back at these 
times, Brewster will be seen as a heroic participant, 
and one of the things that struck me as I was listen-
ing, reflecting some discussions with colleagues in 
the past, is that Internet Archive shares some char-
acteristics, obviously it’s very different and it’s in a 
different context and inserted into the environment 
differently, but shares some characteristics with 
the independent research libraries that are a very 
important part of our landscape and which emerged 
in various ways, but anyway. 
So, today we’re going to talk about some of the ways 
in which our environment is changing. I am speaking 
first. We’ve had extensive discussion about what 
we’re going to say, the shape of this session, and 
basically my job is to provide relatively content‐ free 
hors d’oeuvres in preparation for the main event to 
my left, so I’m going to talk very quickly about three 
contextual areas just to set some background and 
they are colleges, consortia, and collections, so I’m 
going to say something very quickly about colleges, 
about consortia, and about collections and then the 
focus will shift very much to thinking more about 
open access. 
So, libraries very clearly are not ends in themselves.
We’ve seen major changes in libraries over the last
few years. We are moving from a collection‐ centric
approach where excellence was judged in transac-
tional ways, by gate counts, by volume counts, by
circulation. We are moving very much toward various
engagement‐ based models where the library supports
the teaching, learning, and research flows in various
ways, supports community engagement, really is
thinking about how it is inserted into the value of the
institution in different ways, and in this context library
excellence is judged in a variety of different ways and
we’re working through quite what that means. This is
especially interesting in a U.S. context where there is
massive, massive diversification of higher education
systems where you have such huge variety and I think
historically we’ve had a view, maybe, that the research
library was at the top or was the terminus of some
evolutionary tree to which other libraries aspired, and
we very much moved away from that view because to
be excellent now a library has to support the goals and
the missions of the institution of which it’s a part, and
if we think about those, we did some work recently
with Ithaca SNR looking at how universities are think-
ing about themselves, how universities are positioned,
and we suggested that increasingly universities have
these three poles and a particular university would
be situated in relation to these three poles and they
are research, liberal education, education generally,
undergraduate education, broad undergraduate edu-
cation, and career focus, helping people be creden-
tialed, helping people be successful within the context
of some path laid out by a particular career progres-
sion, and when you think about libraries’ services,
when you think about libraries’ staffing, when you




          






         
 
       
        
     
 
 
         
 
think about libraries’ stakeholders and the rest of the
institution, each of these foci, each of these poles calls
for a particular way of doing things. New services like
research data management or thinking about instruc-
tional design in an educational context, e‐portfolios,
training and mentorship resources in a career focus
from a staffing point of view, new skills, new back-
grounds, new expertise is being sought whether
they are pedagogical, whether they are disciplinary,
whether they are data oriented, and then the stake-
holders within the institution that are important, so if
you think about the library operation, increasingly it is
within this context of thinking about student success,
research support, career advancement, and from that
there flow a number of choices about services, about 
staffing, and about partnership, stakeholder engage-
ment within the institution. So, we are operating in
a diversified library system, in a library system that is
increasingly looking to provide value within the con-
text of its own institution and those institutions are
sharpening their mission, sharpening their focus in the
current environment. 
One element of this reshaping or thinking about the 
library is an increased focus on consortial arrange-
ments, and if we think about that, there are four 
big drivers, I think, for consortial activity. One is to 
scale capacity, whether that is content negotiation, 
whether it’s resource sharing, whether it’s building 
shared systems, libraries want to scale capacity. 
Another one is to scale influence to lobby, to pro-
mote, to advocate, whether it’s around open access, 
whether it’s around libraries generally, or whether 
it’s around a particular need or focus. Increasingly 
important are two other areas: learning and inno-
vation. Consortia have always done this. The “soft 
power” of consortia is that they bring two people 
together around their problems. They allow people 
to pool their uncertainty, to share their experience, 
to confer with each other about their futures, and 
to acquire confidence from working together, and 
in many cases this is a “soft power” of consortia. It’s 
an element of consortia that is in parallel with the 
other things that it is and it is a large part of the per-
sistence and stickiness and value of consortia. But, 
then you also have consortia whose primary purpose 
is to scale learning or scale innovation; think about 
CNI, think about a variety of organizations that have 
grown up to help libraries think about developments 
in particular areas. 
However, when you think about consortial activity, 
there’s a big consortial challenge in that there is 
a trade‐ off between consolidation and autonomy. 
The more consolidated you become, the better user 
experience you can do, the easier you can make deci-
sions, you can reduce coordination costs across the 
consortium, the consortia itself can have increased 
agency to get things done. However, there’s also 
advantages to operating locally. You can optimize 
locally, you can be close to the user, you can control 
costs under your own control, and there’s a stronger 
institutional agency; think Brexit and the UK and the 
European Union here. When you think about those 
trade‐ offs, you know, you have trade‐ offs between 
efficiency and control. The more control you want 
over a process locally, well, then you deliberately say 
yes, it might be good to do it that way but control 
is more important here than efficiency. There’s a 
systemwide versus a local optimization; integration 
versus interoperability. We want to remain autono-
mous so we take an interoperability approach rather 
than integrating systems or consolidating. 
So, these trade‐ offs are very important and I think as 
we move forward we need to begin to recognize that 
perhaps the stronger coordination, more purposeful 
coordination delivers more benefits. What libraries 
have, though, is they have a collective action issue. 
It’s very difficult for those because you’re driven 
by local needs, by local concerns even if there is an 
awareness that doing things together at some level 
may make sense, the primary driver or the proximate 
driver may be local, so that coordination cost is very 
real, but I think what we’re seeing over the next 
while is really the much stronger value and role of 
consortia. Libraries are sort of thinking about their 
role in that context. I just put up as an example some 
work that we recently did with BTAA where looking 
at collective collections, looking at the aggregate 
responsibility for print collections across BTAA, and 
actually in the report we did recommend that they 
look strongly at controlled digital lending, but the 
BTAA leaders have endorsed a vision of a collective 
collection that they should manage their collec-
tions together and work toward that, and that’s an 
example of this moving forward. 
Now, putting those two things together, the work, 
the university futures work that I mentioned earlier, 
and thinking about consortia, if you look at how 
libraries are situated across these three poles and if 
you look at that from a consortial point of view, you 
actually get quite a nice way of profiling consortia, 
and this has an obvious relevance in the context of, 
you know, Gwen Evan’s discussion about reconsortia 
or published consortia, that the degree to which 
there is research activity within a consortium to the 
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degree to which they are largely consumers of the 
literature. If you look at BTAA, you see a very strong 
focus on both research and undergraduate educa-
tion, broad‐ based undergraduate education, slightly 
less focus on the career strand but this profile quite, 
quite—if you look at other research library consortia, 
this profile will be similar. A strong liberal education 
and research interest, some career. 
This is actually PALNI,  a consortium of private col-
leges in Indiana, and here you see a much more read 
profile because of a strong, very strong liberal arts 
focus and a quite strong focus on career readiness 
but a much less strong focus on research activity. 
Looking at a broad variety, here’s a profile of PALCI 
now and in another version of this I have OhioLink 
in there. OhioLink has a very similar profile but very 
strong research institutions, very strong liberal edu-
cation institutions. You know, you think about across 
that part of the country various liberal arts colleges 
but also a strong focus on undergraduate education, 
then, also many institutions that really have a strong 
focus on career readiness, career preparedness. 
Okay. So, if you think about higher education, quite 
diversified, increasingly thinking about mission 
purpose, library thinking about creating value within 
that context, thinking about consortia. We have 
consortia that have an increasing role, interestingly 
though, consortia have a variety of different profiles 
depending on actually historic concerns, the ways 
in which they were put together, and one of the 
interesting things is sort of looking at futures in that 
context. If I’m a consortium of very like‐ minded, simi-
larly situated institutions, then I can position myself 
as a sort of general infrastructure as tackling a set of 
common problems. If I’m a consortium of very differ-
ent institutions, well then, maybe I’m looking more 
for intersections for the ways in which their interests 
converge and so quite interesting in that context. 
At the same time we have colleges, consortia, and 
then collections. I think over the last few years we’ve 
been seeing a big move in how we think about 
collections, and I think this is sort of something that 
people in this room are very familiar with but maybe 
it hasn’t become as explicit as it might in one way of 
characterizing. An element of the shift is what I’ve 
called a movement from an acquired collection to 
a facilitated collection. So, historically, in the clas-
sic library you had print logic driving things. Things 
were purchased. A good library was a big library. You 
put lots of things near people. As you move toward 
license you still had that acquired collection, you’re 
able to license more materials, but effectively the 
collection was something that an institution put its 
arms around. Something that an institution acquired 
from outside. They purchased books, they licensed 
materials, and they made those available to users. 
In a network environment, and that was a model 
when the library was central to information behav-
iors of users, and we’ve seen a good example of how 
that is no longer the case. The impulse, the desire to 
weave books into the Web, the impulse, the desire 
to put library links into Wikipedia, the impulse or 
desire to syndicate broadly library collections comes 
from the fact that now the network is at the center 
of our users’ information behaviors, their creation 
behaviors, and the library needs to think about how 
it is present to those but also what types of things 
it does for those types of users. So, in this context 
we are moving toward thinking about much more 
of a facilitated collection that is driven by a network 
logic where you want to meet research and learning 
needs in the best way possible, where you want to 
assemble resources that meet those research and 
learning needs in the best way possible, and histori-
cally we’ve seen a move in this direction. You had the 
owned collection, you had the borrowed collection, 
you had the licensed collection. Recently we’ve 
seen a demand or data‐ driven collection, which is 
an interesting inversion. Historically the collection 
drove discovery and we’re now seeing cases where 
discovery drives the collection or our data drives the 
collection thinking about what one should do. We’ve 
seen in recent years a big focus on shared print 
collections. We’ve seen shared digital collections. 
DPLA was mentioned a moment ago, and also we are 
seeing greater attention to thinking about aggregat-
ing research data, aggregating preprints, aggregating 
elements of the scholarly record. 
So, together on the top line, those are all examples 
of collective collections where libraries are coming 
together to think about how to manage resources in 
a collective way. But, then overarching, looking over 
this we’ve seen this external collection that librar-
ies are increasingly facilitating access to, so putting 
researchers and pointing researchers at Google 
Scholar, including freely available e‐ books in the 
catalog, as we just heard, providing access to open 
access materials, to open educational resources, 
creating resource guides for Web resources. If you, 
for an example of change that doesn’t tend to be 
discussed, just look at resource guides. They’re like 
those things, the Star Trek Tribbles, you know, you 
have one or two resource guides in a room, you 
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close the door, you open the room, and there’s 
500 of them. You know, libraries are covered now 
in resource guides but the emergence of resource 
guides is really quite an interesting development and 
I think a signal of how important it is for the library 
to demonstrate expertise, to demonstrate its—I 
mean obviously simple content management system, 
but also to demonstrate expertise to show cura-
tion resources that may be of interest to the user, 
whether or not those resources are in the library, but 
thinking about that facilitated access. 
When you look at how we provide resources to users 
is really now an increasingly broad way of doing 
that across a range of parts of the library and the 
boundaries of the collection, thinking about what’s 
in the collection, thinking about who does what, 
thinking about what data is required, all of that really 
has changed in various ways, thinking about collab-
orative or cooperative resources has all changed in 
various ways. One quite nice example, I think, of 
this was given in the University of California discus-
sions around Elsevier when they produced this little 
guide to thinking about alternative access to Elsevier 
articles. So, in effect, all of these are aspects of facil-
itation, you know, putting open access plug‐ ins, in 
looking on ResearchGate, Google Scholar, or various 
other places, so the library is actually guiding people 
toward places where they might be able to acquire 
articles that have been published in Elsevier journals 
that are not actually part of that acquired collection, 
the collection that the library manages, so I think all 
of these things that have been happening continue 
to happen but just interesting to see that codification 
of them. So, I’m now going to hand over to Alicia. 
Alicia Wise: Good morning, everybody. What an 
incredible place this is that we get to meet in! It 
is absolutely splendid and terrific to be here and I 
wanted to thank Beth, particularly, for all of the time 
that she has taken to organize the three of us and for 
the opportunity to come and spend some time with 
you today. Right. So, 10 minutes is plenty of time to 
talk about our open future, right? All of open access, 
open infrastructure, open research. Of course it’s not 
enough time to go into any detail, but it is hopefully 
enough time to develop the important theme of new 
and sometimes unexpected collaborations that will 
be available to move us toward an open future and 
that will be essential to help us get there. 
Now, you may be sitting there convinced that an 
open future is like this picture—a perfect, beautiful 
peacock with feathered tail afurl—that is to say, 
a glorious fine thing. Or you may be sitting there 
thinking that an open future is like this picture—the 
gnarly feet of the peacock: a bit gnarly and rather 
disagreeable—and pondering whether and how 
precisely to make it work. That’s cool. Whatever your 
starting perspective is, this is precisely why it’s a 
journey that we should undertake together, in order 
to pool creativity and risk along the way. 
So, what’s the key to getting to an open future? I’d 
like you to just take a few seconds to think about 
that. If you had to pick one key to unlock an open 
future, what would this be? Is it tough funder 
mandates? Is it tough institutional mandates? Lots 
more money? Canceling Big Deals? The elimination 
of publishers? Or maybe just commercial publishers? 
Thriving library presses, institutional repositories, 
standards, community‐ owned infrastructure? What’s 
your key? 
For me, it’s always about people. From my perspec-
tive, people are the key. The Dutch have a brilliant 
saying that if you want to move forward, you need 
to point all the noses in the same direction, and 
that feels like the challenge too often when we’re 
talking about open access. So, we need people of all 
different kinds coming together to craft something 
fresh and new and exciting and really challenging the 
status quo. We need a hugely diverse array of skills, 
opinions, and beliefs, and perspectives if we’re going 
to be successful. 
Today I’d like to introduce a project that took place 
over the course of 2019 that illustrates the benefits 
of new, perhaps unexpected, collaboration. It was 
called the Society Publishers Accelerating Open 
Access and Plan S (SPA OPS) Project. This was some-
thing that Lorraine Estelle and I were very privileged 
to be able to work on very intensively this year, but it 
involved hundreds of other people from the learned 
society publishing community, from the library com-
munity, and from the funding community. So, let me 
tell you a little bit about these diverse stakeholders 
and what each brought to the party. 
The project was funded and commissioned by the 
Wellcome Trust and UKRI on behalf of Coalition S, 
which is a group of largely European funders driving 
forward open access. They launched the project 
because in the Plan S guidelines there’s quite a tough 
requirement that publishers can no longer receive 
open access funding for hybrid open access titles 
and the funders were hearing very passionately from 
publishers of all kinds, shapes, sizes, models that if 
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their hybrid titles could already easily flip to open 
access, they would have already done so. Publishers 
were understandably concerned that if most of their 
authors did not have access to funding to pay article 
processing charges, that a flip to fully open access 
would simply kill their hybrid titles. Learned society 
publishers—not‐ for‐ profit, smaller, and medium‐ 
sized organizations in humanities and social sciences 
as well as STEM—were feeling particularly pressured 
and unable to draw upon the reserves that larger 
organization might have built up. The funders were 
very responsive to this plight. Very few of them have 
worked themselves in a library context or a publish-
ing context and what we found is that they’re actu-
ally quite interested in learning what challenges all 
of the stakeholders bump up against and are willing 
to facilitate finding ways through those challenges. 
They may not be interested in positioning them-
selves to, in the long‐ term, fund all publishing costs 
but they are willing to help stakeholders overcome 
barriers to get to a fully open world. So, that’s our 
first stakeholder perspective. 
The other sponsor of the project was the Association 
of Learned and Professional Society Publishers, a 
trade association representing a variety of smaller, 
not‐ for‐ profit, learned society publishers. Wayne 
Sime, the brand‐ new chief executive of ALPSP, 
wanted to help funders really understand the con-
cerns of his members but helpfully he didn’t want to 
simply moan and complain. No, he also wanted to 
help his members find a successful way forward, to 
be able to transition to open access, and to thrive as 
they did so. 
We also reached out quite early in the project to 
library consortia via the International Coalition of 
Library Consortia, and we were really grateful to the 
number of consortia who replied and engaged with 
the project. They provided very helpful and welcome 
reassurance that many library consortia are actively 
interested in supporting learned society publishers to 
make a successful transition to open access. This was 
even more reassuring to the learned society publish-
ers who weren’t at all confident that librarians would 
be willing to work with them to co‐ create an open 
world. 
During the project we surfaced and discussed 27 
different business models that could be deployed to 
facilitate a move to open access. I’m not going to go 
into the detail today, but you can read more online 
at https://wellcome.figshare.com/collections/Society
_Publishers_Accelerating_Open_access_and_Plan_S
_SPA‐OPS_project/4561397. There is also an article 
in Insights at https://insights.uksg.org/articles/10
.1629/uksg.477/ and an article in Learned Publishing
at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002
/leap.1272. 
Transformative agreements were the most compel-
ling of all the different business models we surfaced, 
and really with both learned society publishers and 
library consortia. This is because it offers a steady, 
predictable revenue stream that helps societies plan 
their other activities and it’s a potential pathway to 
full transition to open access that many would aspire 
to. Learned society publishers need confidence to 
know that the market will support this model of 
open access publishing over time. It’s very hard 
to move your title to open access unless there’s a 
funding stream for it, so they wanted to know that 
libraries were prepared to work with them in the 
long-term. 
Society publishers were also hugely concerned about 
gaining access to library consortia. First, because 
many consortia prioritize doing deals with the largest 
publishers. That’s where they get the most bang for 
their buck, so just being able to sit at the table and 
interact with consortia and their library members is 
currently a daunting challenge for many societies. 
There’s also a bandwidth challenge as many of the 
publishers we have been working with have very few 
employees. One society we worked very closely with, 
for example, had 10 members of staff and within that 
staffing resource they needed to think about how 
to transform all of their agreements with individual 
library subscribers and perhaps add new consortial 
deals worldwide. It is very, very challenging. They 
need know that libraries want them to move to an 
open future, and that there will be practical support 
and assistance to get them there and keep them 
there. 
One of the many practical ideas that emerged during 
the project was that a transformative agreement 
toolkit would be helpful. We therefore worked very 
closely with librarians and society publishers to 
develop a toolkit, which is now freely available online 
for reuse by anyone at https://wellcome.figshare
.com/articles/SPA‐OPS_Transformative_Agreement
_Toolkit/9805043. 
The transformative agreements that emerged from 
this work are different from other read and publish 
models. This is because we looked not only at how 
to support society publishers to transition to open 
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access, but also at how to support libraries that are 
really working to keep expenditure under control. 
During discussions between society publishers and 
librarians, there was some agreement to work on 
both of these issues but to decouple them so both 
challenges did not need to be addressed at the 
same time. This is not some crafty way of dodging 
the affordability issue, but is practical given the time 
pressure brought by the pressure on publishers to 
respond to Plan S. The consensus was therefore to 
focus on fast cost‐ neutral open access agreements 
now, and to enshrine in the contracts a commitment 
to work on alternative pricing and funding models in 
time for renewal discussions. 
The toolkit was next piloted by a number of national 
library consortia and a number of learned society 
publishers. At the time of the 2019 Charleston 
Conference three new transformative agreements 
have been signed. You may have seen announce-
ments, for example, by CAUL in Australia with the 
Microbiology Society and Portland Press and the 
announcement by JISC in the UK of a new agreement 
with the Microbiology Society. There are a number of 
other agreements nearing fruition, and we’re really 
grateful to all participants, not only Australia and 
the UK, but also in Germany and the Netherlands 
for participating. In addition to the publishers I have 
already mentioned, we are also grateful to Brill, a 
small commercial publisher that brought a human-
ities and social science perspective, and to two other 
STEM societies: the European Respiratory Society 
and IWA Publishing. 
How nice to have such concrete reassurance for 
smaller publishers that consortia can and will 
enter into transformative agreements with them. 
Open access is so well aligned with the mission of 
many society publishers that this is a no‐ brainer 
in principle, but there are real practical challenges 
to overcome. And a full transition to open access 
cannot happen after only a few of these agreements 
are signed. The big challenge is to scale them up and 
secure agreements and support around the world. 
So it’s mission as usual but not business as usual. 
How can you and your library and consortium help 
support learned society publishers to transition? 
If possible, harmonize the way that you are willing 
to work with small‐ and medium‐ sized publishers. 
Make it really clear how you can be contacted and 
how your consortium works: who are your members, 
are they reading intensive or publishing intensive 
or a mix of the two? Are deals opt‐ in or not? There 
are lots of concrete practical recommendations 
about steps you can take to support learned society 
publishers to transition to open access in our report 
and publications. The toolkit is available, and you’re 
welcome to use it in any way you would like to do. 
I’m sure many of you in the room are involved in 
deep, collaborative projects. That’s just brilliant. I 
think as we go forward we will see the emergence of 
new organizations, new governance models for help-
ing us to collaborate across stakeholder boundaries. 
There are two recent initiatives that have caught my 
attention and really inspire me. First is the Society 
Publishers Coalition, which has grown quickly to have 
more than 40 members. These are societies com-
mitted to transitioning to open access and working 
closely in partnership with researchers, libraries, and 
funders as they do so. Second is the Transitioning 
Society Publications to OA initiative here in the U.S., 
which brings together librarians and publishers with 
open access experience to coach and nurture others 
who would like to build it. 
It’s through systematic identification and attention 
to address stakeholder concerns that we will be able 
to build an open future that works and works for all. 
It’ll be a colorful and diverse and beautiful future, 
and I’m sure its feet will look lovely, too. So, let me 
thank you very much for listening and hand it over to 
Jason, who has some very practical ideas about how 
to make this work. 
Jason Price: Okay, good morning. I’m afraid this is 
actually the “gnarly feet” portion of the presenta-
tion, to some extent. I had a flashback this morning 
to my early days in Charleston, 2005 or thereabouts, 
when David Goodman spoke on OA and said we 
could, would, and should move to a fully open 
access ecosystem for the journal literature, and that 
if we did so we would save 70% of the cost, and 
all we had to do was change the way the money 
flows. Well, clearly that’s not easy and there will 
be winners and losers, and now 15 years later, I’m 
seeing one example of a challenge to changing this 
flow as a major issue, which I’ll focus on today. Let’s 
call that huge challenge the read‐ to‐ publish funding 
gap. While the examples I’ll share are drawn from 
my recent experience at the SCELC Library Consor-
tium, the ideas and opinions are my own. I’ll be 
leaning into the future in the provocative spirit of 
Charleston, despite being very new to the pursuit of 
transformative agreements. Furthermore, much of 
the data I’ll share have been scraped together from 






         
 
         
          
          
       
 
         
 
 




        








     
 
 
sources. They’re not exact and I can’t defend them in 
any detail, but despite these significant caveats, I do 
believe that they paint an accurate picture of a major 
challenge to the future of scholarly communication 
as we know it. 
So, this figure shows two samples of a hundred thou-
sand articles each. The top is a random selection of
articles with DOIs. The bottom is a separate sample
of articles that Unpaywall users actually tried to view
where 50% of the articles were freely available. The
problem is this: more and more of the content that 
libraries have traditionally paid for is becoming freely
available. “How is that a problem?” you ask, “because
we’re trying to get to an open access future, right?”
Well, it’s certainly not a problem for the scores of
really small libraries and institutions, including half
of SCELC members and thousands of unaffiliated
researchers, that can’t afford a site license or an
article purchase, and indeed this is the laudable goal
of open access—to make that content available to
those who would not otherwise be able to access it.
It’s a problem because, despite the fact that much of
this content is hosted and freely available on Big Deal
publisher platforms, we are paying more than we
ever have for access to those Big Deals.
To focus in a bit on estimating the effect of Plan S, 
using one major publisher as an example, these rough
approximations forecast an increase to nearly 50%
of articles on the publisher platform being freely
available in the coming few years. Although it may not
happen in this way or this quickly, the big five pub-
lishers are preparing for and even advancing this OA
future. In this brave new world, who will pay for that
publishing? If you think it can be funded by only or
even mostly the authors at research‐ intensive institu-
tions, I think you’ve got another think coming. But, to
make that case, we’ve got to start with where we are.
SCELC is a California‐ based consortium of libraries 
serving small to midsize institutions. Our group of 
read‐ focused institutions represents one‐ third to 
two‐ thirds of the traditional Big Deal spend by Cali-
fornia institutions on these three major publishers’ 
content. This is not a problem in and of itself as we 
represent the majority of the institutions, many of 
which are getting good value, at least currently, from 
their subscription dollars. The issue is that these 
“read” institutions author—very approximately— 
only about 15% to 20% of the articles published 
by California authors in those publisher’s journals. 
So, they are currently paying these publishers two 
to three times more than they would pay in a fully 
transformed “pay‐ to‐ publish” world. Can we expect 
the rest of the California, primarily “publish‐ focused” 
institutions or their authors to fund that gap? Surely 
not, if they are going to come anywhere close to 
their cost‐ neutral “pay‐ to‐ publish” objectives. This 
is certainly not a surprise to the Big Five publishers, 
but it was news to us. “Read” institutions have a 
lot of skin in the game, and significantly more open 
publishing from the pay‐ to‐ publish model poses a 
major threat to those dollars—a huge portion of big 
publishers’ revenue. 
Lest I leave you with the impression that this only 
applies in states or countries that have distinct 
consortia that are more research‐ focused or read‐ 
focused, here’s data from a fourth publisher that 
shows the same read‐ to‐ publish gap within our 
consortia, that likely exists within any consortium 
that includes both types of institution. The read 
libraries pay 73% of the total cost, but authors at 
their institutions publish only about 25% of the 
articles. Sound familiar? These libraries are paying 
nearly three times more than they would under a 
fully transformed pay‐ to‐ publish model. So, the same 
magnitude of read‐ to‐ publish gap exists within our 
consortium, raising the same question: who will pay 
to cover that gap? 
So, here is the collaborative imperative as I see it: 
we need to work together to find a way to transition 
the current system in a way that avoids the disinter-
mediation of libraries and consortia. If we don’t find 
a way, and instead allow or even cause the system 
to implode, our role as stewards in the system will 
come to an end. We will cede our financial influence 
to individual authors, who will not be able to negoti-
ate as a group to control costs or to seek to man-
age the system for the good of the many, as we’ve 
attempted to do in the past. 
To put it in a binary way, we have a choice. We can 
choose to collaborate or choose to go it alone. To 
collaborate we’ll need to partner with “publish” 
consortia and institutions to support the transition. 
This will presumably require that we figure out how 
to make continued Big Deal investment beneficial to 
“read” institutions. Alternatively, we could choose to 
go it alone—and some probably will—leveraging the 
decrease in value of the current “read” subscriptions 
to lower our costs, but this seems really likely to lead 
to disintermediation in the end. 
Now I’ll shift the focus to our current efforts to 
prepare for this challenging future one renewal at a 










        











       
        
          
          
         
         
 
         
 
       










time, looking at actual decisions libraries and consor-
tia have to make now for each multi‐ year e‐ journal 
package renewal that they negotiate. How do we 
handle each one of those in light of this growing OA 
article availability? We have to figure out what our 
subscribers want: to figure out their priorities. More 
specifically, we have to decide: do we renew and if so 
for how long and under what financial and transfor-
mative terms? 
So, in a quick and dirty effort to reveal the current
priorities of our subscribers for a particular package
that is up for renewal, we asked them to rate and to
rank the importance of three objectives. Here you see
that more than 9 out of 10 indicated that the lowest
possible increase was extremely or very important.
Half responded that protection against reduced value
due to OA was very or extremely important, and, yes,
about 4 out of 10 said that support for OA publication
was very or extremely important, too. When forced
to choose, 8 out of 10 libraries ranked lowest possible
increase as most important, whereas less than 1
in 10 ranked support for OA publication first. More
than half the subscribers ranked OA price protection
second and support for OA publication last. But,
when we ask them more specifically, which financial
terms do you prefer for this renewal? Forcing a choice
between two specific options for length and annual
increase, an astonishing one‐ third of the subscrib-
ers selected the shorter term with a higher annual
increase. We found ourselves in a bind like never
before. In the past, we had always been able to reach
overwhelming agreement on one of two options
for renewals when provided with two options, so
what could we do? This is the kind of decision that 
consortia are going to be facing in various ways. Do
we accommodate or do we compromise? Do we try
to convince the publisher to offer both options and
let the libraries choose? This leads to two groups with
different objectives and doesn’t maintain our collec-
tive “soft power” nature. The alternative is to negoti-
ate a single compromise option. In this case, working
with the publisher, we were able to negotiate a single
compromise, a two‐ year option, and address those
transformative aspirations with a shared commitment 
with the publisher to develop those transformative
options for the next renewal. (It struck me that this
is exactly the opposite of the way that Alicia talked
about: first trying to figure out the terms and then
worrying about the funding later, and perhaps that 
makes sense in these two different groups of publish-
ers.) So, thankfully we were able to reach consensus
on the compromise option to stay together to allow
us to figure out how to bring about that transforma-
tive [future]—it will need to be in ways that work for
“read” institutions.
In conclusion, a transition to a fully transformed pay‐ 
to‐ publish future will require us to address the read‐ 
to‐ publish funding gap, and that gap is an important 
thing for consortia and libraries to take into account 
as they consider [their options] and how what they 
do has an effect on the broader ecosystem and 
the decisions of other consortia and libraries. And 
second, if “read” institutions are to maintain their 
spend, they will need benefits, too. And finally, this 
shifting landscape demands an increasingly collabo-
rative effort at many levels if libraries are to maintain 
their role as stewards of scholarly communication 
funding. Thanks. 
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